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Section I

Introduction

, The Diagnostic Testing System' (DX) is.an integral system for

developing and administering tests. The system can be utilized far testing

in any subject nstter, or any number of subject matters, at any level ,on

scholdstic or coglitive continuums. The majar,purpose of DX is to provide

diagnostic about the level at\shich a given student (or group of stuthnts)

comprehend the material or concept being tested.

Based on a one-disk or two-disk 'cOnfiguration of the Apple II (or

Apple II+), with 4Ek of memory, the DX package is \ail interactive diarostic

system for multiple-choice testing. It will provide 'ypu with a my-to

enter files of multiOle-choice questions, to make changes in the files, io

examine existing records of performance, and to adminis(ter multiple-choice
.

Basically, as thediagnostic tests' by computer to ind..4 vi dual stucents._

respondent or luthnt responds to a set of tes items the °DX system is

recoeding the performance. Simultaneously, DX is preparing an

interpretive, diagnostic readbut for the insVuctor which includes a record

of the perforrnince, as well as a shorflarrative explaining the level at

which the respondent caMprehends the material tested.

' The DX packar includes eight subprograms. These component programs

incluth test item writing and ediii

System, ,and a system for determinin

administered at a given timi. DX,

ng systems, a test outcome, feedbad
g

g how mginy and which telts will be

in its entirety, is-thsigned so as tO

present a technically simple packaT which can be easily learned and iput

into operation by C&ssroom chers, including those with no computer

know-yw whatsoever. tlf,you c n type, you can use the DX paCkage.

#.
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, Thic manual is organized into eight sections, including this

Introduction. The theoretical background which un&rlies the-DX nethod is

describe1r1TSectionII. The manual covers various strategies for &finimg-
.

and pu ting into operationthe concept of -i'levels of comprehensi TO--which DX

signed to assess. Section III &lineates the lattice whick is the

basis for item sequencing in the DX test. It i on the basis of this item

J

orcr that the program is eventually able to &liver a diagnostic

assessnent of pupil comprehension.

`The fourth, fifth4 and sixth sections acquaint the itSer with the

',software included in the DX package. In Section 'IV, each of the

subprograms is &scribed in cetail. In Secpon V tnp entire DX test

developuent process is illustrated by reviewing an* eXample, teh file (which

is inclued in your program disk). Finally, Section VI provides hands-on,

gu4ctcl demonstration by which the user creates an original item set and

test program based on -61e DX lattice foundation.

Section VII' illustrates
I
the nature of the feedback whith the DX

package produces, as hell as promdures for interpreting and scoring DX

outcomes. Test results are reported in tPree coordinated, Simultaneous

statenents which provide the instruCor with information concernin,ig each

respondent's perfornence on the .DX test. Thesedata can be analyzed either

by t'raditional netIçds.of number of correct responses,. or by level , of
..... ...

comprehension as de cribed in Sections II and III. The final section

(VIII) ?rovides conacluding remarks fo,r the manual.
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Section II

Theoretical Background

Recent research by Wefts and others has s'hown that the use Of computer

managed adaptive testing can be linked effectively and efficiently- with

item response theory. The increasing a.vailability of Mill computers.makes

the use of sophisticated mothls of objectbive neasurenent basedi on the

4

interaction of indivilat examinees with single items 'feasible in a wide
, a-

variety of training and testing'applications. At the Center for the Studyi ,

of Evaluation, University of California, Los Angeles, ve have been

investigating the advantages 'of computer prompted inte.ractive testing with
r,)the specifi inten of 'analyzing and diagnosing patterns of errori.

N,

The first, volune of Journal,,of Educational Research contained a study

of diagnosis of error ty pe s (Willing, 1920); the' first' volune Of JOurnal of
9

General Psychology'contained a major article by Spearman (1928) on the- *
"Origin of error";,the second volune of the British Journal of Educational

.
Psychology presented a lengthy analysis of theories of cognitive error

(Fortes, 1932). Despite the intervening years, the concepts about error

initiated in those articles hold up surprisingly uell/-Errors tend to show

themselves as matters of either principle (such as faulty rea4;ing,

misunderstanding, or inability to apply a correct nethod or'stritegy) or
Aq.

kccuracy (such as,e+rors in copying, manipulating numbers, or misplacing

parts- of the problem). /

The Tatsuokas h ve been studying a com lex series of erroneous rules

of .ope notion spepffc to the task of substr tion. Other researchers,
,

using latent traikmodels (Samejima, Wright, and tord, for exampl;), have

-

n
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treated incorrect responses on a test a5 stemming in part from chance. We

believe that there are a number of important diagnostic hypotheses about

patterns of error relajing- to the specific individual 4:eing tested. These

.have to do-with the student's lthility to cbtermine the correct ansver
/

befo rompting or after either direct or indrrect prompting: Learnin.g of
sag

the initial concept wight hem fiiled for the stuthnt; the um:belying.
. .

conceptual grasp may be.faulti; or, on the other hanci, a short &tour
. ft ,/ I \

through less difficult material .may allow the' stuctnt to succeed on retty
gab' . aa

with a more difficult higher orcbr question. For tilese Iwpotheses iets
. . .

0,ppropriate to collect &tailed evidance by furthe'r prompts from the sane

item, by "decompressing" or "disming" thei item in obtainfng parallel

resimnses to its component parts, cir bl'administering one or mori4`parallel
-

items. EvicVnee from a finite number of different items or of components
4

of thcompresseci items, gathered on the 5ane individual,, is needed to

establish ihe credibility of each hypothesiS. Such. credibtlity is
1

necessary, in either of two circ stances,-thvelopnent of &tailed ,

\diagno tic reports 'Concerning st s.-nts and in autciatic modification of the

testing and istructionalprora

For a-test`of .reasonable gth, the number of possible sets of

hypotheses that coulci)explain a particular "response pattern viould be

astronomical. However, by planning that the testing procedure will remain
<1.

within aks,kecific pool of items, ve can limit the number of sets to be

processing capacity of the computer,, al,lows the, scannint of tesponse

patVrps in orcbr to cbtermine "likely" Iwpogeses during the adaptive

testing session itself.

There ara several?.,views aboutthe issue of levels within

multiple-choice ;testing. One widely regarded approach stems from work



conducted by Benjamin Bloom and colleagues during the 1950's (Bloom,

Englehart, Furst, Hill, &-Krathwohl, 1956)., Recent work by a number of

researchers ha re7examined the.concepts of "taxonone of skills of

thinking. (The interested t4ader is referred to Carroll,978, for a_

review Of seven separate approaches to this problem.), Two books have been

recently written on the tasks of writing good items for multiplo-choice
4 itesting; one s the easily readable book by Miller, Williams, .& Haladyna,

1978: Beyond Facts: _Objective Ways to Measure Thinking. The More
,

thor1bugh of the two is the most recent contribution to this area, A_
,.

Technology for-TgSt-Item Writing by Roid & Haladyna (1982).

Williams and Haladyna have thveloped a three-dinensional Adel for

classifying objectives. The fisst two dinensions in,they-schene. are

already accounted for by the wry nature of the DX testing system:

Response Moth (selected vs. Constructed') and Content (facts vs. concepts

vs. principles). The third dinension of,their model proviths an extrenely

useful and operationalized taxonbnOof levels for cogiitive tasks. Those

levels are as follows (Roid & Haladyna, 1982, pg.'165-166):

1. Reite'ration is a task which 'requires the stuthnt to

recógnane Or produce informatidn in essentiilly the

sane form in which it was presented.

Summarization requires the' stuthnt to recall the

substance of' the information without 4 verbatim

requironent.

A. Illustration requires the stuthnt to show com4ehe4fon

by recognizing or constructing illustrative xample.s

based on material not contained to the source nessage.'
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4. Prediction. Using principles (oir rules thrived i)r

inferred from the nessagecgaterial, the stucent

predicts outcomes given previously unnestioned or

unencountered situations.
.

5. Evaluation involves thcison making baied on the use of

sone criteria.

Afilltcation. Using all previous levels of the

taxonomy, the stucenp is able 'thrive a system for

,prescribin the necessary precedents and prerequisites

for achieving a desired outcone.
a ,

The Williams and Fialadyna system offers the t6cher or test builthr

several Options for test item construction. Forleipple, one could choose

the first three leveils ofthe taxonomy. The high -level, most dtffi'cult

test Items might require the stuthnts to explain why a *given fact or eveht

occurs, or identify and classify 'stimuli according to some underlying
414

-criteria (Illustration). The mothrately difficult items could require the

recognition of non-verbatim restaterrents of the information nessage or
tzar/

,

underlying togic (Summarization).. The least difficult, lowest -level te t
3

ttems might simply tequire verbatim recognition (Reiteration).

Clearl.9, there are nuierous other ways one might utilize the Roidrand

klalackyna taxonomy in the DX system. These should be explored further by

eaCh Interested test developer and math relevant to the specifid tocric and'

audience of the test.
44

Another extrenely prom"iisng classification system for guiding item

development is the Solo taxonomy (Collis & Briggs, 1979). This system-was

based specifically upon the' logicof the successive', levels'in the

1



attailteint of sognitive reasoning abilities &scribed by &velopnental,

researchers (cf. Piaget 4 Cqpis, 1975). At each developnental level there

are three possible response mo&s provided, which are easily translated

into item types or 'difficult/ .levels (pg. 1S-20):

1. Capacity involves the simple reflection of.information,

although not necessarily in perfect verbatim fashion.
_

This involves: the employment of the min'imurn.nunber of

pieces. of information in or&r to respond.

2. Relating OperatiOn allows the student to identify an

overall concept or principle which,a6counts for the

)inforination provided. This goes beyond the restatenent

or verbatim recall of the nAteriael.. -More sophisticated

7asoning is required, and the stuthnt must,be able to

-reco ize or derive by induction som sneral

conclusion toncerning-th5 information.

3. Consistency . He-re the respondent must

just lfght of other facts known

beyon ew of thg, nessage. This involvet

skills such as abstraction, juxtapo9sition, and other

higher level, inferential dognffive capabiliti&s. The
\.

student must be able to wneralize the informatil

beyond tne settAng gimen, yet not contradict either

that specific information or other known phenowena.
. *

The sample item set 'found in this manual uSes a logiE similar to the
N '

Solo taxononv. Es'Aentially, the loweSt level items are resta_tenents of the
, ,
,

. ..
,

topical definition.' Middle-level items could also be answered by a stu&nt ,.

aPilf

e
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If the cefinition %ere known, 'but only if be student could "read between

the lihes" and recoglize the underlying principles alnsi elenents operating

in -the cbtinitional nessage. At the highest level the was simply no

enou.gh information in the definitioh alone to 'allow for correct

responding.- At this most difficult level the 'student fiad to-go beyond and

apply -the information povithd ih the definition.

\-,--Orfee one becones acquainted with .the DX system, and after wnerating

item sets, one will find nd difficult/ in becoming quite expert at

following a three-level taxonomy philosoOk/. Sdon yOu will be wnerating

our wn levels with success and encouraging results.

4

4

4>

-
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Section III

The Lattice

The DX interactive diagnostic testing package is based on a

hierarchical latti e of eight multiple-choice items.e Each topic to be

tested is composed of a separate lattice of eight unique items. The

lattice itself operates on a simple idea of three levelsiof difficulty

.based on the tarnomical argunents presented in the previous section.

There are three respone possibilities at each difficulty level. Figure 1

illustratqs the complete lattice.- "Note that the informative definition is

prOvided as a ninth lattice nember. t.
This is how the DX system operates based on the lattice. (Follow

A-44

Figure 1 while you read this. The consequences of correct answers are
\

shown As solid lines; 0 incorrect answers, dashed lines.)

The student is introduced to the first multiple-choice

item in the topic bejng tested. The first item is at the

higtrst, most difficult lattice level: level 3. If the

.stildent answers the initial question correctly, the computer

interprets the perfonlance to wan that the stuthnt knows

the topic area and could answer all of the remaining items

coiTectly if attempted. The computer then automatically
-

introduces the stuctnt to the first item in the next topic

lattice.
If a stu&nt should fail the initial item, the computer

informs the' student of the correct response and then ,

proceeds to the next level of the netrix. The -second
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response opportunity is the first item at level 2, the

moderate-difficulV level. A correct response to this item

ofters the student a second attempt at the highest level. A

L. failure at the michdle leVel item sends the stucent to thes
lohest level of difficuly,

In the three-level lattice there are 18 discrete paths

possible. .Eleven response paths lead to failure at onev

,difficulty level or another. Seven lead to a successful

completion at the highest level, interpreted as!uccess in

the topic being tested. Each of the 18.paths clearly

represents a different response pattern.° Therefore, the

computer is programed to interpret each pattern uniquely

and &liver a seParate diagnostic interpretation.
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Figure 1,

A diagnoic item lattice for a question set comprised
of threeilbvels of difficulty.. Solid lines show the paths
taken after a correct response; dashed lines show the paths'
following an incorrect response.

next question set

Q 3c failure at level 3

t
Level 2:

.
Level 1:

Q 2c failure at level 2

si
\\

I \

definition

Although any one student trill only take one ath,

eighteen paths are possible:* ,

P next question set
F P P -- next
F P.F P P -- next
FPFPF
FPFFPPP-- next
FPFFPPF
F.PFFPF
F, P F F P,Def P P P next
FPFFFDefPPF
F P F FF Def P F
FPFFFDef F
FFPPP-- next
FfPP F-
F F P'F

-'44F F F Def P P P -- next.

F F F Def P P F
F F F Def P
F F F Def F

*P = pass; F,= failure

failure at level 1

level 3 correct on lst try
level 3 correct on 2 d try
level 3 correct on 3 d try
dx: can't pass level 3
level 3 correct desp te trouble
dx: erratic; can't p ss lgvel 3
dx:' 'erratic; can't pass level 2
Level 3 correct w/ definition
dx: can't pass level 3 w/ defntn
dx: can't pass level 2 w/ dentn
dx: can't pass level 1 w/ defntn'
level 3 correct With prompt
dx: can't pass level 3 w/ prompt
dx: cad't pass level 2 wit prompt
level 3 correct with definition
dx: can't pass level 3 w/ defntn
dx: can't pass level 2 w/ defntn
dx: can't pass level 1 w/ defntn
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5ection IV
09

DX Subprograms

Within the DX package there are eight subprograms: Menu, Ilem rile

Writer, File Modifier, Hard Copy, DXOK, Question Incex, Copy A, and

Catalog. All are designed to precluee the need .for.any previous computer

traiiiing or experience. They are self-prompting and Tnerally operate by,

presenting'the user with a series of questions and instructions which make,

their use simple.

The first subprograin is MENU. Wrien one inserts ihe disk and turns on

the computer, the 'screen will present a Menu of possible options for your

use. Each of these options involves one or more separate subprograms. By

selecting and entering the riumbr associated with a &sired Menu item, the

computer will automatically oblige by presenting the requested subprogram.

The first Me5u choice is for creating a question set. (This operation

is accomplished by use of the Item File Writer program.) Briefly, this

program allows the'teacher to (1) give a title, for a new-questioti set, (2)

enter the eight multple-choice items, along with (3) cOrrect response

properly designated and (4) 'the accompanying cefinition or informative

passage.

An especially useful feature of the DX package is the option of

selecting the number, of.alternatives offered,with items. While all of the

examples in this manual presune four-schttce multiple-choice format, it is

possible to have the following options:
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a) or b),

b).or c)

a), b):C) o d)
%

a), b), c); d) or e)

t) or f)
How to select an option is shown on page (46): If 'none is selected, the

program assunes four-choices.

The second Menu entry .is available for modifying previously written

question sec. File editing is accomplished through the File Modifier

program: The program allows Oe teacher to view a file a line atta tine or
r

a page at a time. Changes in any line can be made by line &letion, line ,

insertion, or line relplacenent. All necessayy instructions are provided on.

the screen.

Third on the Menu list is'a cataloging function. This allows the

instructor to.review.the.titles.of all question files (and others.),.
availablq on the disk. When a given student or group of students is..to be

tested on a certain unique topic collection, the instructor can perusecttle

available question sets in orthr to prepare the appropriate examination.

Selection number 4 on the Menu allows the instuctor to view (or

print) any es.Ublished question set. The program utilized for this

function is called Hard Copy, and c4n be used with or without a printer

.vailable. Reproducing or viewing i file does not cause it to be altered,

Or lost.

The fifth choice on the Menu is to run the test program. Selectin§

this lternative engairs the testing format subprogram (oXOK) and

automatically initiates the testing procedure. The stu&nt's nane is

requested, instructions .are &livered, and the first multiple-choice item

17
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is made available for responSe. Tiae te,sting program also automatically

stores and interpret*the t.es't performance, preparing the appropriate

diagnostic readout. 4

The final Menu selection available is Quit. Choosing this alternative

ends the DX package functions and returns the user to the Apple II
f

computer. (Whatever was, the last subprogram used, that's the progranr4now

in the computer's MB MO ry.)

One of the prinery--advantages to utilizing 'the DX testing system is

its ability to create, store3jand report diagnostictftest results. In orcbr

to read these results, a separate subprogram within the DX packase must be,

used: Hard Copy. Rris subprogram is available through,Menu selection
Vb. I

I

number 4. By typing in the stuttnt'S name as a file tiVe, this allows

the teacher to view the results cn the screen, or to have them relayed to a

printer if available.

Although not programs in the true sense, a comment needs -to be Filth

with reference to the Question Int( and the item files. These are both

ifitegral, necessary elements of ..the DX package, and logically so.

Certainly, the test packaw cannot run without first having directions from
4.9

the 'Question Index on which topics are to be included in the teit and

secondly, having test files available for use. Both types of files

(Question Index or test files) are created by mans of the Item File

ind File Modifier programs (Wnu #1 and #2) which will be reviewed in

Ow,

detail later in Section IV.

The final subprogramin DX is called COPY A. By means of this program

an unlimited number of duplicates can beThede of any existing DX test

disk: You have alreact/ used this program to make 'a backup of the 'original

'
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program disk, if you started at the beginning of this. nanual. Therefore,
r

if you create a test packaw and want to u0 it in more than bne computer

at a tine, then it can be .reproduced. Also, teachers or teist cevelopers

f.
_

can share their.D-X test packages and their test files.

-fr



Section V

DX in Action: An Example

The follaking .section is provided to acquaint the grospective DX user

wit 'h.-the. package by reviewing the package and its uses from the beoinnin§.
.)

Employing a previously developed item set incluthd on the DX disk, 'the

reathr will be led through the thvelopnental and implenentation phases of

the DX system. Simply follow the narrative below and obey all

instructions. (lou will need an Apple II+ computer with a monitoro[TV

screeni and at least one disk driAre to proceed through this section or any
(

sections in this manual' subsequent to this one.)

STEP 1: Computer Orientation

If you are already familiar wfth the use of the Apple II computer and

the Applesoft language, you should first make a backup coPy of the program.

disk. ,Store the original in a seise place. Then, go to "Step Z": Booting

up the Disk 6. -

If you are not familiar with the,Apple II computer, you will find the

next several pages ver3c helpfuL They are written to help you make every

step of the pr.= care an easy one. If you find thaeyou aye having
0

difficulty, go back and check the preteding steps to make sure all is

Certain error nessages are discussed at the'end of this nenual.

To begin, you Should have an Apple II or Apple II+ with 48K of nemory,'2-7

a vitho monitor and one or.two disk drives controlled by one controller

card. This is your "hardware". A printer is handy buf optional. N6 other

hardware is required to execute the.Diagnostic Testing System, nor is dny

additional software or programming languase necessary.' It is a stand-alone

Alb. 20
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interactive package. (Even if you ha4 -additional hardware, you shOuld

-have no difficulty because the programs do not refer to extra devices.)
9,

i .

. To nuke a backuP coPy ,of the program disk,: whichli\ s your "software",
4

1) Insert the program die into the #1 drive.' (Do not let '
, . K

. - your, fingers touch the shiny plastic "iurfaces which-

show through the s;lots1-the rratural human oils are

sufficient to cause occasinal difficulties with the

machint.)

2), Turn on the-Appble II (via switch is on the rear left of

the compu,r) anCyour vico monitor. The, disks will
I

whir and you will see a MENU, whkh will be used later.
Vt.

Type 1:6", then type "Y". You will ksee a ")", which is

calltd the."cursor".

4) Type."RUN COPYA" and press "RETURN/ and you will see

APPLE D SKETTE IfUPLItATION PROGRAM

DEFAULT 6

Press, "RETURN" again and jou will see

DEFAULT = 1 DRIVE: 1

04IGINAL SLOT: 6.

Press "RETURN",another tine and you will see
,

LT -= 6 DUPLICATE
SLOT: 6

a .

,

1

A-1
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Press "RETURV-a -fourth' time and you will' see

dE'F AUL T
-

41-

.If you have only one disk; type a "1". If-you have two

diski,sress "RETURN" at this tine, approprite-

instructions will be given to you by the program. 'Your

"original 'disk" is the program disk supplied 'with this
A

a 'manual ; your "duOlicate, disk" is, a fresh _blank disk
*

which will becoirb the disk yciu -will use. from here on.

DR I VE: 2
4-

Before going any further,'store the original prograntisk in ,a safe

place,.away from heat an,d moisture.- (You ,mayneed to refer to it apin if
.

the re iks 'an unexpected system' problem.

Your best bet n'ow is to turn off the Apple and remove your

"duplicate disk"4which for the remaincer`Of "this, manual is referred to.as
, , v .

.
the bx disk--and take titre to. read the follow4ngt chap3ers and

illustrations. The opening chapte?s will supply backgroundc information
,..

abotit the diagnostio testing procedure; the illustrations will show how the,
, ,

Diagnostic Testing Systein is inplementedo-from start to finish, while you -

run the program to see how it works.'

, STEP Booting up the Disk
g

Again, if y u are familiar with the computer, you may 44p this part
, I

and, go to "Step-3: The Menu". If you are new to compute , read this part

carefully.

ToL_Wgin, one must "boot-up" the, computer disk. Booting up a disk is

like priming-a pump--it prepares pe machinejorits purpose. Booting is

99
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acicomplished by placing the DX disk into- the dfsk drive,. labelled side up,

while holding it by the end with the label: (Sone drives require that a

closing nechanism of sone sort be operated as Tart of, the booting process.)

After the disk is securely placed in the drive, turn on the computer

screen, then turn on the computer itself. As is explained in the Apple

manuals, you will know when the booting process 'has- been successful because

you will ,tvar whirring, meChanical sounds fr<your disk drive. Also, mos"

drives haye a light that indicates an operating'state. Please, never

remove or insert a diiir ihto a drive that is still in the operating Siate.

Severe damage may result.

-STEP 3: Tge MENU

Type R1JN MENU" and,tpen press "RETURN. and the computer screen will

automattcally print out the Menu for you. As &scribed earlier, at this

- ,point you have several alternattves open Us you. The screen l.kts them by

,shAing you the following:

It

WELCOME TO UCLA'S
DIAGNOSTIC TEST PACKAGE

PROM THE CENTER FOR STUDY OF EVALUATION
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

1: CREATE A QUESTION SET
2: EDIT AN EXISTING QUESTrON SET
3: LIST THE FILES ON THIS DISK
4: LIST A FILE TO SCREEN OR,PRINTER
5: RUN THE DIAGNOSTIC PROGRAM
6: QUIT
....YOUR CHOICE''

r

To make your selectiono simply punch the number key which corresponds. .

to the cholce You desire. For the s.ake of-this narrated thmonstration,

just type the number 5.
r

23
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,

,

4

,Whe9iyou make yofur seilection you Will be' given the opportuntty to

changa Your mind, juSt in cisse you goofe-d. fh e screenb will print:

If your

key, waning

punching the,

(tiy it). -

...OK? (Y/K

ts,

Mena choice was the one'you really wan,ted, Just punch the "Y",

"'Yes". ff you had .gOofed,, or-wanted to' chan0 'your mind,

"Jr key (meaning 'No") Would let you nake a liew Nenu selection

Once "Y" is punched, the disk ll whtr again and the screen will

tell you that the computer is in the process of complying with yourIMenu

choice's' In our case, the screen woul.d say :

NOW LOADING THE PROGRAM TO

RUN THE-DIAGNOSTIC PROGRAM

After a slight .celay, the screen would advise you thatthe computer

has been properly programed by .the disk to fulfilliyour tflu ehoioe. In

our example, the screen would inform you that the DX test progtam is loaded

and ready to run:

WELCOME TO OUR ./

QUICK TEST IN SCIkNCE...!
...PLEASE TYPE YTOUR FIRST NAME AND/YOUR. L ST NAME.,..,'
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V

... .

,The testeckage inclucbd With yoir DX demonstration disk covers ;
science topics! Specifically, the*examle test that you will be taking is

' on the topid Of "Photosynthesis". Don 't,be concerne.d if you' know ni5thing

-iab-i.out ptiotosynthesis--the less you know t e better this extple wili turn.1 , '
s..,

out. If you Should know sonething cm the topic, please follow
. d. I.

, instructions, not your, intuition, thus aiding us in our training and
: 1

.
.

famtliarization phase.

: Ai, the screen expresses,, the computer is now prepared*to encocb the
. .

., . /-
examinee's nane. It is important to renenter two things at this point:

.

First, the nane Vped in here will be used by the computer as a storaw cue
1 ....-. . 'f

* for the test results. For that reason, it does not really natter how a

iest-taker enters .his or her nine, so long as you'ire aware of' the naue

being used.' Later, the teacher uses tne sate nane as the iname for accessto-

that stunt's-results. So, if an examinee types in gibberish, then the
.)

instructowilF h ouble later when tryina to .Tt test.outcome

feedback 2

Second, if, the'sane nane is used a second tine with the'identical
l.

disk,1/4then, the -computer ts confused. The machine cannot imagine that two

persons might have identical nanes, or'that the sane person nright uSe this

disk on two occasions. If the sane rrane is used twice, the first

performance tor that name is replaced by the neies..t 'performance;
,.....--

.

There are several ways to avoid this ,problem. First, one could add

the date of the testing session after one's.nane, as long as theye is only
v

one session per date. Another ista is to use a different disk for each

session. Also, one could number th test occasions by adding an

appropriate chronological indicator fter one's nane. yerally, however, .
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this issue is not of'an.5i real toncern,,,since the diagnostic re'adout of the

test reSultss is 1.40ally printed out or recorded soon after each test

occasion.
.11

After typing one's name, the next,step iS4p push the:11%T," y.

Thil is one of the'very.few times that:this is necessary. .The "RETURN"-key.

is found on the rightlOnd edge of the keiboard.

The next screen entry reads out as foilows:

VERli PLEASED. 0 MEET YOU, PETER
...LET (ME GET R DY...

°

4 ,

Notice that the computer aildresses the examineeby first naue only

("Peter" in the text exaTple). The'machlhe begins to whir again ai it

0
records the niwe and loads the firsi test in the programMed battery. Chce

, 116,

.17

th4,test AI loaded, the computer givesthe'apprOprjate test-taking

instructions:

7 7.

WILL ASK YOU A FEW, SHORT 2
QUESTIONS NOW ABOUT SCIENCE.

EACH,OF THEM NEEDS JUST ONE ANSWER
A

WHEN you READ THE QUESTION,
GIVE YOURANSWEy BY TOUCHING

A, OR B, OR C; DR D

IS THAT OK?

A.= YES., THAT'S OK!

...NOWTYPE <A>
.

26
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In this specific example set (photosynthesis), there are four

alternative choices available with each item presented. The instructions.

clearly orient the student to the use of the four response keys; A, B, C,

and D. If a test file vere structured with more or less alternatives, then

the instructions would reflect the choices available. The examinee

-verifies that the instructions have been read by pressing the "A" key.

NOTE: Due to the complexity of the DX program packaw, the Apple II

computer often needs to be coaxed in orthr to accept a response. If a

response key, is punched and there is a "beep" sound11as vell as a screen

change, then one ihould simply proceed. However, f there is no NbeepN or

screen change after a responie is oath, then the computer has not

"unthrstood" or accepted the choice made. Simplyle-punch the key until the

computer responds. Caution your stuthnts about this; just tell students to

press the key they choose until they hear the "beep".

Once "A" is punched, the test will begin.

STEP 4: The Test

Imnediately, and with no topical cue or introduction, the screen

presents the student with the first item in the first test topic lattice.

Figure 2 illustrates the specific item ,lattice structure for the

photosynthesis file. Note that the item you see on the screen matches the

first test item, in the upper left-hand corner (Figure 2):
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WM ARE MAMALS INCAPABLE OF
',
PHOTO-

SYNTHESIS?

...A. THEY LACK CARBON DIOXIDE.

...B. THEY LACK LIGHT.

...C. THEY LACK CHLOROPHYL.

...D. THEY LACK ARYTHROBLASTS.

IHAT DO GREEN PLANTS RELEASE AS A

FRODUCT OF PHOTOSYNTHESIS THAT HELPS

:NIMALS LIVE?

...A. MINERAL DEPOSITS.

...D. CARBON DIOXIDE.

_C. -PROTOZOIC ACIDS.

...D. OXYGEN

- 24.1 -
Figure 2

Lattice Structure of Items from
the DX Photosynthesis Subtest

I.

VC"

AU UPROOTED PLANT UILL.DUICKLY DIE;

EVEN IF IT IS UNDAMAGED. WHY?

...A. IT LACKS MINERALS NECESSARY

FOR GROWTH.

...B. IT LACKS HATER FOR OXYGEN op

SUGAR PRODUCTION.

...C. IT LACKS OXYGEN NECESSARY FOR

PHOTOSYNTHESIS.

...D. IT LACKS SOIL WITH WORMS FOR

PROPERAERIFICATION.

.01
Av.

WHAT IS THE SOURCE OF THE ENERGY THAI

GREEN PLANTS NEED FDR PHOTOSYNTHESIS?

...A. LIGHT.

: ...B. STATIC ELECTRICITY.

...C. SOIL MINERALS.

...D. CHLOROPHYL.

WHERE DO PLANTS GET THE CARBON THAT

THEY NEED.FOR PHOTOSYNTHESIS?

...A. CARBOHYDRATES IN THE SOIL.

...B. ANHOHIA IN FERTILIZERS AND

SOIL.

...C. WATER.

...D. CARBON DIOXIDE IN THE AIR.

:die-xt question seti

e
A-POTTED PLANT LOCKED INTO A CHANBER ;

WITH ONLY OXY0EN; WATER; AND LIGHT

WILL SOON DIE. WHY?

...A. IT/LACKS CARBON DIOXIDE FOR

PHOTOSYNTHESIS..

...B. IT LACKS NICROOROANISMS FOR

SOIL NINERAL REDUCTION.

...C. IT LACKS CHLOROPHYL BECAUSE

THE CHAMBER IS LOCKED.

...D. IT LACKS SUGARS NEEDED FOR

PHOTOSYTTHESIS.
.

<0 .
OS

WHAT DO ANIMALS PRODUCE BURINS

RESPIRATION THATITELPS PLANTS BURINS'

PHOTOSYNTHESIS?

...A. NITROGEN. -

...D. OXYGEN.

...C. CARBON DIOXIDE.

...D. TETRACHLORIC CTILROPHYL.

42424e.

AS A RE

PRODUCE --

..A. HEAT AND OXYGEN.

...B. SUGAR AND OXYGEN.

...C. NITROGEN AND OXYGEN.

...D. SUGAR AND NITROGEN.

F PHOTOSYNTHESIS; PLANTS

'

. 4).

4e,14t3
qt

PHOTOSYNTHESIS IS THE PROCESS BY '

WHICH GREEN PLANTS SYNTHESIZE OR I

PRODUCE THE SUGAR THEY NEED FOR

ENERGY. LIGHT; CARBON DIOXIDE; AND

WATER CONBINE IN:PLAHT CELLS TO

PRODUCE SUGAR AND OXYGEN.
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WHY ARE MAMMALS INCAPABLE OF PHOTO-
SYNTHESIS?
...A. THEY LACK CARBON DIOXIDE
...B. THEY LACK LIGHT
...C. THEY LACK CHLOROPHYL
...D. THEY LACK ARYTHROBLASTS

WHAT IS YOUR CHOICE
. (A, B, C, OR D) ?

Two comnents are relevant at this point. First, the DX testing

'package is progamned,to accept only A, B, C, or D as possible responses to

this test file. If an examinee accidentally or intentionally presses any

other key on the +keyboard, the "What, is your choice" question will be

reprinted, including the four possible aternative key choices (try it!).

Once again, the program is fool-proof.

Secondly, it is important to reiterate that a response key may have to

be pressed a few tines before it registers.

By consulting Figure 2 one can discern what will happen based on the

response to this first item. If one gets it correct, then the item set is

conquered and ttie first item of the Axt topic set will appear. If one

fails the first attempt, then the first item at, the second lattice level

will appear.
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For the sake of experience, it will be more instructive if you would

please fail the first item. Therefore, PRESS "A". The "beep" is heard and

the screen adds:

SORRY, BUT THE CORRECT ANSWER WAS C

This nessage will appear together with the test item Mile& for long

enough to allow the examinee to reread the item and'make the appropriate

rtental corrections.

Note that the DX system has another built in advantaw over pencil-.,

and-paper fOrmats: Ihrediat* feedback. This rthkes the examination both an

assessnent as %ell as a learning occasion.

After a short cblay for the feedback, the screen presents the second

test opportunity:

WHAT DO GREEN PLANTS RELEASE AS A
PRODUCT OF PHOTOSYNTHESIS THAT HELPS
ANIMALS LIVE"'
...A. MINERAL DEPOSITS.
...B. .CARBON DIOXIDE-
...C. PROTOZOIC ACIDS.
...D. OXYGEN

'WHAT IS YOUR CHOICE .

(A, B, C, OR D) ?

30
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Recall that this V actually the first chance on the second or middle

lattice level (see Figure 2). Again, for the sake of illustFation, please

get this item wrong also. Please PRESS "C".

SORRY,

BUT THE CORRECT ANSWER WAS D

Again, the feedback is imnediate and lasts long enoUgh to allow for
r

encoding and self-correction.

The next item to'appear is the first chance at the lowest difficulty

level of the lattice (see Figurd 2):

/Th
WHERE DO PYANTS GET THE CARBON THAT
THEY NEED FOR PHOTOSYNTHESIS?

CARBOHYDRATES.IN THE SOIL.
AMMONIA IN FERTILIZERS.AND

SOIL.
...C. WATER.

CARBON DIOXIDE IN THE AIR.

WHAT IS YOUR CHOICE
(A, B, C, OR D) ?

t

Again, 'for the sake of initruction, please make the wrong response.

Please PRESS 13".

SORRY, BUT THE CORRECT ANSWER 4AS D
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At this point, the examinee has failed to pass aro( item. Forayer, to

v5ay that three errors have produced a score of 0 (zero) is to oversimplify

the real diagnostic results. Actually, the stucent has failed to respond
1cult to easiest.

Obviously, the student need some instruction, or refreshing. ThFrefore,

with no further prodding the computer 'Will provith .a simple statenent or

definition to any examinee who fails at the eksiest lattice level (see

Figure 2):

PHOTOSYNTHESIS fp THE PROCESS BY
WHICH GREEN PLANTS SYNTHESIZE OR -

PRODUCE THE SUGAR THEY NEED FOR
ENERGY. LIGHT; CARBON DIOXIDE; AND
WATER COMBINE IN PLANT CELLS TO
PRODUCE SUGAR AND OXYGEN.

WHEN YOU ARE-READY, TOUCH ANY KEY..'.

The test ckveloper can- place any information &sired in the definition

P ,
position in the test file. For this specific file, ve chose a simple

4

explanatory statenent about photosynthesis. The examinee informs the

computer that the cbfinition has been encoded, and that, s/he is prepared to

resune testing, by pressing any key.

The next item to appear is the second chance,at the-easiest level:

AS A RESULT OF PHOTO5YNTHESIS;, PLANTS
PRODUCE --

HEAT AND OXYGEN.
SUGAR AND OXYGEN.

...C. NITROGEN AND OXYGEN.
SUGAR AND NITROGEN.

WHAT IS YOUR CHOICE
.B C,.OR D) ?;



4

Based on the cefinition you read, you either learned the answer to

this question, or your nemory was refreshed. For the sake of our exercise,

let's set this one RIGHT. Please °RESS "B".

THAT'S RIGHTI GOOD JOB!

Os.

c
Note that the screen now provides reinforce nt as feedback. The

praise rerreins for a brief tine. Then, the second t on the middle level

acurs (see Flgure 2):

WHAT IS THE SOURCE OF THE ENERGY THAT
GREEN PLANTS NEED FOR PHOTOSYNTHESIS?
...A: LIGHT

B. STATIC ELECTRICITY.
...C. SOIL MINERALS.
...D. CHLOROPHYL.

WHAT IS YOUB.PCHOICE .

(A B, C, OR D) ?

For the sake of our instruction, please goof again. Please PRESS "B".

SORRY, BUT THE CORRECT ANSWER WAS A

33
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- At this point our nythical examinee has failvl a second tine at level

2 of the lattiCe. The DX program interprets this to !lean that further

-opportunities at any level above level, 1 would not clarify the diagnis of
,

comprehension level, and 'so the topic set ends:a:t this point. The stuthnt

is simply told:

...OK, PET6

.:..HOLD ON FOR. JUST A 43MENT, PLEASE...

lb

While this nessage appears, the disk drive whirs as it loads the next

test set. In our example there is no, "next test set", and so the computer

advises the student tharthe te'st session is over:

THANKS, PETER

I'VE ENJOYED WORKING WITH YOU TODAY...

...THAT7S ALL FOR NOW. SO LONG

V.*

Sa.

This nessate will always appearCafter all test sets in the Questioq

Index have been,completed,. simply :indicates to the stu_thnt that s/he i

free to leave. ,

3,1

1
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a
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STEP 5: friagostic Output

While the student has been taking the tests, the compute ?. has been (4

ivcording the response patterns and (2) preparing the diagnostic
,

interpretations. In our example test, the computer should have recorcbd

one error at level 3 (highest level), two errors at level 2, and oneferror

and one success at level 1 (the lowest level). Also, there should be. a

repOrt made that ye' reached the stfinition.

In orcbr to access and read the diagnostic output, one needs to return

to the nenu. After the farewell ,greeting whici finalized the test
4

occasion, the Apple II "cursor" appeared at the bottom of the Screen. The

cursorr is a left-handed bracket whi6h is flashing on the lower left side of
.

the' screen. To return to the nenu, simply type RUN MENU. The screen will

look like this:

4

4 JRUN MENU

Be sure to leave a space betveen the two words. Use no punctuation;

that will only confuse DX. Afr typing that statenent, press the "RETURN".

key. Whirring will soon be followed by a reappearing of the tinu on the

screen.

(Note: If an error nessage atppears when you press the RETURN key,

then simPly retype RUN MENU a-second tine, 13ing extra careful -of spelling*

and spacing. Then press "RETURN". If that doesn't workt (1) turn the

computer off by reaching in back on the Teft side, (2) wait a couple of

seconds, and (3) turn it back on . The MENU will automatically appear.)

/34
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WELCOME TO UCLA'S
DIAGNOSTIC TEST PACKAGE \

FROM THE CENTER FOR STUDY OF EVALUATION
LOS ANGELES. CALIFORNIA

1: CREATE A QUESTION SET
EDIT'AN EXISTING QUESTION SET

3: LIST THE FILES ON THIS DISK
4: LIST A FILE TO SCREEN OR PRINTER
5: RUN THE DIAGNOSTIC PROGRAq
6: QUIT 4

....YOUR CHOICE?

* lop

This tine we wa he computer to produce the results of the test

experience. These result -are currently stared as a file named far the

person tested. To access that or anY diagnostic file, choose MENU item #4:

4

When asked to ye. rify your choice: tYpe "Y"

Rèmember-to press the "RETURN" button (if nothing happens).

The screen will now advise you that its:A/s getting the,file reading

programtready:

,NOW. LOADING THE pROGRAM TO

LIST A FILE-TO SCREEN OR PRINTER

7

z,

Alt
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When the computer ,is ready, it will ask you to: supply the nage of the

file you want to readT.T Here, it is important to learn tow things. First,

all files of tst results are ear-marked with the DX fag. So., for example,

Pete's (Pete Matheson) test output would be stored as DXPETE MATHESON.

In other words, it is critical to know the nane that the test taker

Used. Then, just add a "DX" to the front of the nane WITHOUT A SPACE.

The screen looks like this when it wants you to nane the file &sire :

"...EXAMINING NAME?

Touch no, keys except those needed to type the file nane. CtIce the file
-

nane is complete, press the "RETURN" key.

The computer will th6 ask whether you want the file resullts printed.

If you say "no", then the screen will show you the file. If you sky "yes"

the screentand the printer (if a,vailable) will both produce the "results.

DO YOU WANT PRINTED COPY? (Y/N)

If you get a message stating that the file you requested does not

exist,

FILE' NOT FOUND

several things could be wropg. First, you may have made a typographical

error. Simply 4ietype the correct file n'ane (with "DX") and tly again. If
that fails,then there may be a discrepancy between the name used andvour

expectation: If this is possible, then there is no other recourse but to

examine the list "of file nanes.

37.
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This is done by pressing/the "RESET" key. A cursor will appear., Now

type.-- RUN MENU, followed by pressing the "RETURN" key. When the menu (

appears, make selection ,number 3.

3 4 LIST THE FILES ON THIS DISK
,

After you verify your choice, the screen will produce a catalog

listing of all files on thd disk you have booted up. ReadShe lift in

starch of the appropriate file &sired. Note tha.t the list nay be longer

than just one page of the screen, so use the space bar to cOntinue from one

page of the oatalog to the next.

Whenyoti spot the desired file, jot down the precIse mane. Then',

press the ,"RESETP key. Type in RUN MENU, and proceed With option #4.

If you said "Y" (yes) to the request concerning'printing, the screen

will now ramind yOu to turn the printer on:

- ...MAKE SURE YOUR.FRINTER IS READY

a-

\Then, sudcbnly, the diagnotic printout appears. The first line
. L

repeats the ffile name (the examinee). The second line lists the title of

the first subtest administered.'. The third line lists the response patern.

The fourth line provicbs the diagnostic feeckback. The three-line group of

test name, response pattern, and diagnostic narrative will be proiithd for

eich tesi taker at a given occasion.

Your feedback, if you followed the response instructions, should lock.

like this:
-
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PHOTOSYNTHESIS
X.. XX. XP.
PASSED AT LEVEL 1 AFTER REACHING
THE DEFINITION' DIRECTLY AND THEN PASSING

AT LEVEL 1 BUT FAILING GT LEVEL 2

# OF LINES IN FILE = 4

Ti interpret the response' pattern, just renember that there ire three

poisibilities at each lattcce level. For each test item attempted', "X"

reports a failure and "P" yeports a success. Dots (.) desigiate ftems not

encountered by the examinee.

In Our case, divice the performance' patterrN into thirds by addtn4

slashes*_

X../XX./XP.

The first section corresponds to the three high-difficulty items.

Only one was attempted (the first item piven.) and it was failed. The

middle section corresponds tothe three middle-difficulty items. Here the

examinee Nad two chance,s, and failed bottt. Finally, the last section

applies to the two low-difficulty items' and thb definition (always re orted

as a dot, whettie\r seen or not). -1The pattern shows that the fir;t try t

this level was a failure, but the second was a succgess.

,

Note that the only way one can reach the-'second item at the lows

level is by \first seeing the cbfinition (see Figure 21."' For that reaso

no entty is macb in the pattern indicating that the definition was reac

2 9
0,0
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To interpret:the diagnostic readout, too things must be considered.'

First, the beginning'of the narrative will designate the latttice level at'

which-the test was passed.' Also, if the thfinition is recheil with

successive ,failures at all three levels, then the pattern is reported as

"reached the thfinition directle, or "by the most cfirect route". Second,

the narrative is not topic specific, but is thsigned to be applied to any

test utilizea. (

SummarY

Take' sone tine and run through the. test a ;flew tines. Produce, a

different pattern each tine--there are 18 in all. Be sure to change your

name each tine to avoid probleths.

-
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Seection VI

Do It Yourself

Having experienced the trial runs in Section IV, you are now prepared

to wnerate your own test file. This. is accomplished in three simple

steps.

STEP 1 Item-Generation

Based on the logic of the lattice structure already discussed, choose

a topic ;rhich can be easily adapted to three levels of difficulty. When

you wt more practioe any topic will wori for yoU. For now, though,

concentrate on an easy topic and obvious taxonomy.

Next, write;.out the central concept to be assessed and definition upon

which all of the items will be based. Then, using the taxonomy you otcithd

upon, wne'rate eight items:

o No most simple

o three middle difficulty

o three highest difficulty

Having &signed the item with four alternatives each, you are prepared

to create a new test file.

STEP"2: Test File Creation and Editing

Once the test items and &finition have been generated, plath the DX,

disk in the disk drive and turn on the' machine. As usual, the Menu will
automatically appear-. Far Itei file creation, re are interested in the

first two Menu choices:

I -t



1: CREATE A QUESTION SET
2: EDIT AN EXISTING QUESTION SET

Following the sane selection procedure we have used before in the Menu

program, select option #1.

....YbUR CHOICE? 1

...OK? (Y/N)

Soon the computer will acknowledi your selection and ask you to rime°

your new file. It's probably best to entitlrit based on the topic

covered, al thougt) any title you can recal 1 wi 1 1 suffice .

After carefully typing the file title, press the "RETURN" key. The

screen will fill up with instructions on how to properly use the FILE

WRITER subprogram. After you read the instructions, begin typing the

first, most difficult item. The actual sequence for entering the items is

as follows:

HIGHEST LEVEL 1 2 3-

MIDDLE LEVEL 5 6

LOWEST LEVEL 7 8

.DEFINITION 9

The items must be entered in that order for DX to work properly!
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# There are a couple of limits tielpful in using the FLLE WRITER. If you

want to indent, just place a period (C) at the beginning of the appropriate

line and then you can space inwird. If you just use the space bar without

a period ? the computer will ignore the incenting and print the items

without it.

Also, if you should try to use,commas, colons, or any punctuationother

than periods or slashes, the computer will ignore them. (The reason for

this is that the programming in DX isalready complex. Increasing the

comple'xity by programming for purtuation, uncerlining, or quotes will only

&crease the program's efficiency and create potential malfunctions.)

The question nark (?) is the new cursor. Type' the text one line at a

tine. If you have a sentence to type, limit it to 40 elenerits (spaces and

letters) or less per lirie by using the "RETURN" key after each line. Too

many letters per line will cause the computer to cut words in half when it

runs the test, making it hard to read. Also, start each response

alternative on a new line.

After each item is entered, along with its corresponding response

alternatives, it is CRITICAL to indicate to DX which anmer is correct.

This is done by typing an asterisk, followed inmediately by the letter of

the correct ansver.

A sample item, comilete with altalternatives and' the correct answer,.

might look like this:

?HOW OLD IS ALBERT?
2. A. 13

>")e B. 19
?. C. 35
?. D. 188
?*C



Three more hints. Don't number your items. If placed in' the properNo

sequence, the DX system will know what numbers they are. Don't use an *!"

or an "" in the first colt= except for the special purposes noted he

It will confuse your computer. Also, don't be concerned about sma:ll

errors--you'll have a chance*to correct them later. ,

/After the last item, enter the &finition by simply following the sane

40-letter-line rule, as well as punctuation limitations Definitions

should be kept as brief as possible-..you have limited screen room. (about 15

lines).

Once all items and the cbfinition are typed out, end the file with a

line of three asterisks (***), follmed by.fine with one exclamation

point (I). This is critical because these two lines of punctuation mark

are what indicate to the computer that you are through, and that a file

ends at that point.

a

I.
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1 HOW OLD WAS ALBERT?
2 . .A 15
3 . B. 19
4 . C. -35
5 . D. 188
6 *C
7 ....SEVEN MORE ITO'S.-
8 ...AND ONE DEFINITION STATEMENT.
9 ***
10 !

After the exclamation po.i-rrt;ixess the "RETURN" key once more and the

screa wil l ask :

WOULD YOU LIKE TO REVIEW ?'Y,

Typing "Y", followed by "RETURN", will cause the entire file to go by

on the screen so that you can proof it. Notes that the lines are now

numbered for your convenience.

After the reyiew is complete, the screen will ask:

...ANY CHANGES ?

k

The program called the FILE MODIFIER, is a more extensive editing

program. For _that reason, we advise that you save, the file, errors and' "

all, by indicating that you do not need any chanw.
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To the next two questions, tell the machine that you &sire no more

reviewing ("N"), but that you do want to save the file ("Y").

..,.DO,YOU WANT TO REVIEW ONCE MORE ? N

...SHOULD THIS,FILE BE PRESERVED? Y

...NOW SAVING ALBERT ON DISK

...WOULD YOU LIKE PRINTED.COPY? N

At this point, on the cue-of the cursor, request the Aenu again:

1RUN MENU

This tineAelect option #2 in orcbr to edit the file you created.

After verification ("Y"i, the screen will print:

N'OW LOADING THE PROGRAM TO

EDIT AN EXISTING QUESTION SET

When asked what nane, type in the new yoli chose when youNcreated the

file. Then, press "RETURN".

...WE ARE MODIFYING
AN EXISTING

....NAMED WHAT ?

...ON WHICH DISK <1> OR <2> ?

When asked which disk drive is being used, generally #1 is the

`-ansve.r. The next nessages alert you that the file is being (1) loaded and

(2) duplicated. The duplication process (back-up) !rakes it.impossible to

lose the file completely, even .if you should goof during editing.
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NOW INPUTTtING...
NOW MAKING A BACKUP COPY

The text of the file will appear 20 lines at a tine. If you want to

nake any changes, simply type "Y", press "RETURN",, and then the line

number, press "RETURN". The computer:then produces a list of editing

instructions which involves three options:

WHICH LINE # ?

IF YOU. LIKE THE LINE; HIT <SPACE>

IF YOU WANT TO REPLACE, TYPE <R>
THEW TYPE THE NEW LINE...

IF YOU WANT TO DELETE THE LINE, TYpE <D>

At the bottom of the screen, the erroneous line is reprinted, and the

question nark (?) cursor appears. Indicate the letter for the editing

function &sired (R, I, or D), press "RETURN", and follow the approprtate

instructions. For "D", the line will autonaticallj disappear. For "R"

you will need to retype the whole line. For "I", the computer will allow

you to insert (line of text ABOVE the line number you told it to change.

If you &cide not to change tUine at all, press the space bar and no

change will be made
410-

17

a
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If no changes are Itsired for the lines being viewed, then tzlpe.".

for "aliy changes?", and press "RETURN"--the next 20 lines will be listed.

In this manner one eventually reaches the end of the file. 'At this

, point a *hew set of questions appear one at a tine:

...ANY CHANGES ?

"Y" sends the entire process back to the firstc item again. "N" brings

tbe next question:

...DO YOU DESIRE TO ADD LINES ?

produces the cursor (?) and allows you to add newlines to your

file. "N" produces the next inquiry:

.t..SHALL WE PRESERVE.THIS FILE? Y
0

"N" returns to the first of these three questions. you ar:e

thohughly displeased with the editing you have done, don't try to go back

to edit your editing. Instead, press "RESET" and return to the MENU,

select option #2, and bgin again as cescribed at the middle of page 42.)

Remember, however, that the back-up Copy still exists. (Consult the
v

catalog--Menu option #3.) "Y" produces this output:
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YOU NEED TO CHOOSE:
<R.> FOR REPLACEMENT OF CURRENT FILE--
<N>dIFOR NEW FILE INSTEAD

,

Since you are editin.g.an existing file, type "R", d press RETURN".

This will cause the new edited fersion to replace the old version which had

the errors.

STEP 3: Question Index

The computer administers the files that are placed in the Qpestibn

Index. In .orthr to test your new file, you need to register it in the'

Question Index file. To do this, you simply use the FILE MOUIFIER

subprogram.

E her turn the mashine on anew, or lype RUN MENU after the cursor.

When tte rienu appears, select option #2. Verify your choice ("Y").

When asked to name the file &sired, type OESTION INDEX, then press

"RETURN". When the file apPears, it will read as followi:

1. Photosynthesis

)2. !

When asked whether you want to 'rake any changes, you have two

choices. First, you may want to simply add your file' to the test 'set.\ In

that case, "I" is the test choice. By inserting your file above line #1,

it will appear first in a two-test exam. By inserting it above line #2,-it$

will appear second in the exam.
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The _second alternative is to remove Photosynthesis and put yOur file

alone ace. This best achieved with the "R".oPtion. Simply say

that yoU want changes ("Y"), in the first line ("1"), and then replace that

with the "R" command. When the curpr. (?) appears, type in your.

test's title. The new Question Initx will appear with the change .

iiote tkat4emoving Photosynthesis/ or any tese:file from the Question

Index does not erase or cestroy the file. It Can le replaced later if

&sired.

Make sure that the last line of Question Index is still an.exCian'tion

point (!). Without that, the DXsystem will not work.

After these changes, follow the sane file preservation procedure you

used after editing-your test file. Bsure not to renane the Question

Index.

The DX system is now ready to run. Enjoy your new test file.

.-NOTE,-. An Option for Number of Multiple-Choice Alternatives.

The program assunes that the multiple-choice test uses farm items.

But you can tell it differently if you need to. In the QUESTION INDEX, the

last line is "1". If you desire to have any of the following combinations;

use the matching code instead.

Need Use

Two choices a) or '1)) "12"

Three choices a), b), or c) 111311

Five choics a), b), c), e) "15"

True-false
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_Jou 'can also turn off the feedback which informs the student whether a

given response is correct or torrect, if you desire. Merely add the.

letter "N" to the end of the lines above. "I2N" would mean "a) or b)"

without feedback.

Summary

You can now cqnstruct tests which consist of any series of topic

subtests that you have store. By restructuring the Question Index, you

control the question sets that will be used and the orcer in which they

will appear. Tests can be Tared to individual or groupineeds and

restructured at any tine. Renember the DX feedback automatically reports

exact topic titles which a, stthnt has been tested on, so you don't

need to renember old Question Index contents.

4

r.



Section VII

Diagnostic Feedback

The- DX testing-program automatically produces three types of feedback

as a result of each test participation exper16-tw.e. In Section IV, Step 4,
, k

. , ,

the procedure for obtaining a 'printed version of the feedback was
v

revieved. ., Also that narrative otitlined the nature of the three-faceited

feedbaci output. This section of the manual explaiins sone of -the

interpretations associated with the possible test-performance -paths, as

.well as sone brief contents (xi ng.procedures apPlicoble to the DX

feedback.

Feedback Interpretation

As vas explained earlier in the nanual (Section V, Stop 5), there are

18- different paths Posiible in the eight item lattice used in the DX system

'(see Figure 1). 'Of time paths; ten .are completed without the stuthnt cove

reaching the, definition.. Interpreting results from theseten non-

definition 'routes isl'rather straieght-forward; all performances are based on
.1.

knowledw attained prior to the test experience, and the results are a good
_...../\indication of the level and thpth of the stude It tts unprompted

comprehension.

An interesting issue arises, hovever, when a stuthnt follows an error
i

path which provides the definition. Basically, if the examinee\continües

the test after encountering the definition, then 1 s difficult to

interp t the results.

For example, if a student ha prior knowledse of a given topic, but

'was an excellent reader, then reading the definition MOM be sufficient
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for immediately answering questions. Subsequen passing or failing of

items is not necessarily an indication of long term knowledge or classroom

learning of the material, but ratl)er it becomes a reflection of reading

ability and short term recall. That inierpretation is not readily

available through DX.

The only real ansver to this potential 'problem lies with the teacher

or feedback interpreter. As is true With any test results, no single scor4

performance should elmr be interpreted in isolation (Popham. 1981). Check

relevant results from other test. Compare reading scores. Also, compare

scores on similar topickinvolving 'other item sets or contrasting

definition statements. Finally, retest the studerft. If the concepts are

truly mastered, then the performance on subsequent testings or related

inaterials will reflect similar patterns.

Mother potentialfr-danwr in the feedback stems from tne nature of the

DX system. In orcbr to make it easier to asses series of topici, each

separate test experience was designed to isbntify stustnts who definitely

know the material with minimal tine expenditures. Repeated item trials for

such pupils viould only waste tine and iecrease the probability of chance

errors. For these reasons, a correct response to the first item is

interpreted as mastery. The problem is that the9re is a chance that a naive

or non-mastery stuitnt may wt the first item right by just guessing! This

would produce completely misleading output.

There are a couple of easy steps which can be taken to reduce he

,probability of that occurence. First. use as many distractor alternati

as possible in your test items. The more sound alternatives td choose

"from, the.less the chance of guessing correctly. Secondly,._besure to put
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the most challenging item as the first in the lattice, theraby providing a

t;

sedondfaii-safe against guessing.

Scoring' Procedures

The different types of feedbick wnerated by DX offer a variety of

scoring possibilities: The most obvious is4the traditional `"nuniber

cOrreCt"., computed by..adding up, the. number of "P" (correct response or

"Rass") "scores from the 'feedback. This is; hov*,:rer, a potentially -

-misleading score, because a stu&nt,:who knows the material we-ll will onlyl

'get one 'chance to even score- correctly .before bouncing outtof the lattice.-

Meanwhile, a student ,Unacquainteth the *lc will
:

ie more

_opportunities tO score cOrrectly and to obtain a higher total Score.

A better scoring 'method would be to report how many items .a given

examinee got right -out of those s/he had the opportunity to. ansveir.

--- statistical j'argon, this is the proportion rirrect; or in simrle fanguage,

TN:cent correct. .To, calculate this, first count how many items in the set_

the stucbnt was alloved to ansver, whether s/he got.them right or wrong.

cext, count how itedy s/he got right. F:orm a fraction Ety placing the =the.

of right answers over the total number of attempts. Perform the division

and you'll_ gat a propokion, which is a thcimal between zero (0) and

positive one_ (+1 00). Then, just sliee the decimal point to the right two.

spaces, and now you have the percent correct.

For example, imagine Barbara took a history test on the DX. Her SCORE to

pattern from the diagnostic readout looked *like this:
.;

XXPPPXP .

A.



In this pattern, Barbara got seven chances to answer. She° got four right.

Her proportion score, then is:

4 = .57147
Moving the cbcimal, her percentage score be.coues:

57.14%

Another useful scoring procedure involves identifying and reporting

the number corresponding to the lattice level at which a stui*nt passed.

So, for example, a stu&nt scoring at level 3 would be higher than one at

level 2. Ale could add up the-levels across all subtests and get a

composite score of sorts, or take an overall average across the subtest..

a
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Section VIII

Conclusion

Repeated experinents have shown the DX system to be reliable and

useful at all levels of school testing. .The feedback has been especially

exciting for classroom teachers,. whoNave used the packa. Stuchnts have

been more positive about the prospect of being tested by computers than hy

pencil-and-paper nea§ures.

Again re add that DX is not a panacea for the testing world. If used

correctly, hov.ever, the DX philosophy and-accompanying softvare promise to

improve testing in classrooms and provith comprehensive feedback for

teachers and administrators.

.e>
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